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Edward Larrabee Barnes Assoc.
and Antoine Predock F.A.I.A.

Museum of Fine Arts Addition and Remodel
Santa Fe
Completed in 1917 the Museum of Fine Arts has become a beloved architectural focus adjacent to the main Plaza in Santa Fe.
Over the years accreted alterations tended to compromi se the original quality of the interior
spaces while sections of the exterior became badl y deteriorated. Functionally, administrative,
collection storage and gallery areas were inadequate. Handicapped access was mar ginal at
best.
In the new scheme, staff functions and collection storage were reorganized in the existing
basement while expanded upper level gallery spaces were augmented by a northward new
gallery extension which contains additional collection storage in its basement . An elevator
was added at a pivotal location between old and new structures and provides handicap! service access to all building levels.
In the original structure several generations of remodels tended to reduce light to the galleries
by closing in glazed stairwells and covering skylights. These areas were restored and a baffled
artificial lighting system was added to enhance exhibit lighting.
The new gallery addition provides much needed high-ceiling spaces and is the beginning of a
4 gallery "pinwheel" master plan to be completed if and when the existing structure to the
north is removed. A new courtyard is created between the existing building , new addit ion and
the historic Hewett House. On the west a sculpture garden replaces a service zone that has
been shifted to a screened notch betw een old and new buildings.
The original building exterior has been completel y restored, ranging from the polychome chip
carvings and replicated operabl e wood windows to replacement of deteriorated vigas and
restuccoing.
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The new addition is intended to quietl y complement the plasticity of the forms of the original
building in a non-competitive way and integrate into the Historic District.
Full handicap access is now provided with the combination of ramps and elevator. The entire
old building is now insulated and double glazed. T hrough opening of blocked skylights
daylighting is enhanced. Overtl y visual solar heatin g systems were discouraged because of
Historic District constraints .
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Jury Comment:
This important civic project blends new and
contemporary gallery spaces with existing
ones. The old building has been improved in
quality by appropriate interventions and the
new galleries, designed with clarity and sensitivity, provide without compromise an excellent background for artistic displays.
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